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Spiegel der Schatten May 28 2022 V.C. Andrews – eine der erfolgreichsten Bestsellerautorinnen der Welt. Und eine Meisterin der romantischen
Spannung! Alles, was sie will, ist eine Familie, die sie ihre eigene nennen kann. Doch Brooke ist nur ein Waisenkind unter vielen, und sie ist
schrecklich einsam. Doch sie h rt nicht auf, von einem gl nzenden Leben zu tr umen. Von Liebe, Glück und Freiheit. Dazu muss sie um
jeden Preis die dunklen Hinterlassenschaften ihrer Vergangenheit vergessen ... Ein bewegender Roman voller Leidenschaft, Hass und dunkler
Intrigen – V.C. Andrews dramatische Orphan-Saga!
Out of the Rain Jul 18 2021 "First Gallery Books trade paperback edition"--Copyright page.
Dawn Oct 21 2021 From #1 bestselling author V.C. Andrews (Flowers in the Attic, My Sweet Audrina) the first book in the captivating Cutler
series... In her fine new Virginia school, Dawn Longchamp feels happy and safe. But nothing is what it seems... Now Dawn and her older brother
Jimmy have a chance for a decent, respectable life, and Dawn's secret, precious hope to study singing can come true. Philip Cutler, the
handsomest boy in school, sets Dawn's heart on fire. She is deeply devoted to her brooding brother; but with Philip, she imagines a lovely dream
of romance... Then Dawn's mother suddenly dies, and her entire world begins to crumble. After a terrible new shock, she is thrust into a different
family and an evil web of unspoken sins. Her sweet innocence lost, humiliated and scorned, Dawn is desperate to find Jimmy again and...strip
away the wicked lies that will change all their lives forever.
Blumen der Nacht Nov 29 2019 Von der Au enwelt abgeschlossen, vergessen von der Mutter, leben Cathy, Chris und die Zwillinge Carrie
und Cory jahrelang im Halbdunkel eines Dachbodens. Die Mutter h lt ihre eigenen Kinder von der Au enwelt fern, aus purer Geldgier. Sie
wird nicht erben, wenn der Gro vater von der Existenz seiner Enkel etwas erf hrt...
Scattered Leaves Jun 24 2019 Sent to live with her great-aunt, Jordan March finds a friend in the person of Alanis King, the teenage
granddaughter of the rundown farm's handyman, who helps Jordan unearth more of her family's dark secrets.
Corliss Mar 02 2020 Book One of the Girls of Spindrift. From the New York Times bestselling author of the Flowers in the Attic and My Sweet
Audrina series, now Lifetime movies, here begins a haunting new series featuring highly intelligent teenage girls who struggle to survive a
specialized high school and find their place in a world that doesn’t understand them. Such is the burden of being brilliant. Corliss is not like the
other girls at her Los Angeles high school. Incredibly intelligent, shy, and a loner, she has difficultly in fitting in. What’s worse, a clique of girls is
out to get her because she’s not down with their games. On the night of a school party, her refusal to take drugs with the girls leads them to take
matters into their own hands—spiking her drink. Quickly, Corliss’s entire life is turned upside down and no one—not even the handsome
valedictorian who had agreed to go out with her—looks at her the same way. Just when she’s wondering if she’ll be able to return to her high
school, someone mentions a new place: Spindrift. Could that be her way out? The four Girls of Spindrift novellas together form a spinoff to
Bittersweet Dreams—available now!
Flowers In The Attic Jul 30 2022 Celebrate the fortieth anniversary of the enduring gothic masterpiece Flowers in the Attic—the unforgettable
forbidden love story that earned V.C. Andrews a fiercely devoted fan base and became an international cult classic. At the top of the stairs there
are four secrets hidden—blond, innocent, and fighting for their lives… They were a perfect and beautiful family—until a heartbreaking tragedy
shattered their happiness. Now, for the sake of an inheritance that will ensure their future, the children must be hidden away out of sight, as if they
never existed. They are kept in the attic of their grandmother’s labyrinthine mansion, isolated and alone. As the visits from their seemingly
unconcerned mother slowly dwindle, the four children grow ever closer and depend upon one another to survive both this cramped world and
their cruel grandmother. A suspenseful and thrilling tale of family, greed, murder, and forbidden love, Flowers in the Attic is the unputdownable
first novel of the epic Dollanganger family saga. The Dollanganger series includes: Flowers in the Attic, Petals in the Wind, If There Be Thorns,
Seeds of Yesterday, Garden of Shadows, Beneath the Attic, and Out of the Attic.
Die Foxworth-Saga 1-3 Oct 01 2022 Blumen der Nacht Von der Au enwelt abgeschlossen, vergessen von der Mutter, leben Cathy, Chris und
die Zwillinge Carrie und Cory jahrelang im Halbdunkel eines Dachbodens. Die Mutter h lt ihre eigenen Kinder von der Au enwelt fern, aus
purer Geldgier. Sie wird nicht erben, wenn der Gro vater von der Existenz seiner Enkel etwas erf hrt... Wie Blüten im Wind Wie Blüten im
Wind sind die Geschwister Cathy, Chris und Carrie, als sie ihrem Gef ngnis, einem dunklen Dachboden, entfliehen und den ersten Schritt in
die Au enwelt wagen. Bei dem Arzt Dr. Sheffield finden sie ein neues Zuhause, und Cathy wird zum gefeierten Ballettstar. Doch sie verfolgt nur

ein Ziel: Rache an ihrer Mutter... Dornen des Glücks Der dritte Band der gro en Saga Das Erbe von Foxworth Hall : Die Brüder Jory und
Bart entdecken voller Entsetzen, dass eine alte Dame aus der Nachbarschaft auf unerkl rliche Weise ihrer Gro mutter hnelt. Diese hatte
einst ihre eigenen Kinder jahrelang im Dunkel eines Dachbodens versteckt. Als die beiden Jungen Nachforschungen anzustellen beginnen,
kommen sie einem schrecklichen Geheimnis der alten Dame auf die Spur...
Bittersweet Dreams Jan 12 2021 An outcast at her private school because of her high intelligence, Mayfair Cummings, a teen from a broken
family, is targeted for her role in a scandalous love triangle involving a popular senior and a handsome English teacher.
Nacht über Eden Oct 28 2019 Heaven Leigh Casteel erlebt mit Logan Stonewall und den Kindern Annie und Luke wunderbare Jahre des
Familienglücks. Dann geschieht das Schreckliche: Heaven und Logan kommen bei einem Autounfall ums Leben, Annie überlebt, ist aber an
den Rollstuhl gefesselt; und dies ist erst der Anfang von Annies Leidensweg...
Falling Stars Jan 30 2020 Four talented girls from vastly different pasts share a dream of stardom: Cinnamon, the edgy actress; Ice, the
phenomenal vocalist; Rose, the beautiful dancer; and Honey, the first-rate violinist. The four meet at the prestigious Senetsky School of the
Performing Arts - housed in an ornate New York mansion - and become instant friends as they take off on a dazzling whirlwind of intense classes,
theatre outings and celebrity-studded parties. But they soon realise this is no ordinary school. Madame Senetsky pushes the girls' studies beyond
reason. She controls their social lives. And they get the strange feeling someone is watching them. But who? And why? Cinnamon, Ice, Rose and
Honey set out to untangle a shadowy web of Senetsky family secrets. As they explore dark corners and hidden rooms, every creak and moan of
the old mansion tells a story too frightening to repeat. A devastating story that could destroy their dreams.
Shadows of Foxworth Sep 27 2019 ""A Flowers in the Attic tie-in"--Jacket.
Gods of Green Mountain Jun 04 2020 What if mere mortals could meet their Gods and learn the answers to life's most mysterious questions?
Now they can. Imagine a planet with two blazing suns. A world inhabited by mortals with flaming red hair, saffron colored skin, and violet eyes. A
place where extreme and often violent weather conditions force the people underground where they will be safe...until the next furious storm
strikes. This strange land is El Sod-A-Por, the ill-favored one, and in the far distance sits the Green Mountain, home of the Gods -- Gods who
have no mercy. But everything changes when a fearless young man, Far-Awn, defies his father's warnings and travels tirelessly, in search of a starshaped opalescent flower. This miraculous plant becomes the source of never-ending food and can even be made into clear atmospheric domes,
which enclose entire cities to ensure peace and protection. Years later El Sod-A-Por is known as El Dorriane, the ideal, and Ras-Far, grandson of
the revered Far-Awn, is king. The people happily live a life of plenty -- until an entire city is mysteriously wiped out. A civil war between the
Upper and Lower Dorrianians ignites, forcing the king to send an entourage of the bravest and strongest men from each province to the Green
Mountain to seek answers to this unexpected unrest. Ras-Far's only child, the beautiful and headstrong Sharita, demands to go with the men
across the arid desert plains to meet the Gods. The handsome barbarian Dray-Gon, from Lower Dorriane, leads the expedition, but he sees the
princess as an unnecessary burden. Now he will have to shield her from the ruthless sandstorms and evil outlaws who will attempt to enslave her at
any opportunity. As the unprecedented journey begins, their love-hate relationship transforms into an enthralling passion, as the princess's icy
exterior begins to thaw and Dray-Gon turns from a hard-edged savage into a gentle hero. But when they finally reach the Green Mountain, they
are met with a shocking revelation that challenges everything they ever believed to be true....
Das Haus im Nebel Jun 28 2022 V.C. Andrews – eine der erfolgreichsten Bestsellerautorinnen der Welt. Und eine Meisterin der
romantischen Spannung! Misty, Star, Jade und Cat – vier junge M dchen, die eines eines gemeinsam haben: Sie kommen aus zerrütteten
Familien und werden von entsetzlichen Erinnerungen gequ lt, über die sie mit niemandem sprechen k nnen. Jede erfundene Geschichte ist
vermutlich besser als die grauenvolle Wahrheit. Doch in der Therapiegruppe ihres Psychiaters Dr. Marlowe lernen die vier, sich einander zu
ffnen, und erfahren das Wunder, dass es Menschen gibt, die für ihre Gefühle gr
tes Verst ndnis zeigen ... Liebe, Hass und dunkle
Geheimnisse – V.C. Andrews bewegende Wildflower-Saga!
Shadows of Foxworth Jan 24 2022 Forbidden passions have been the hallmark of the Dollanganger clan since Flowers in the Attic debuted
more than forty years ago. In this third book of a new related trilogy, witness the birth of the Dollanganger curse as Corrine Foxworth’s children
learn that family is but destiny by another, crueler name. As a young girl in France, Marlena Hunter’s life was a fairy tale. She had a talented
artist for a father, a doting mother, and a brother she couldn’t be closer to. She loved her family; she just didn’t know what her family actually
was. When a car crash kills their parents, Marlena and Yvon lose not only France, but also their identity. Sent to Richmond, Virginia, they arrive
at the home of two aunts they’ve never met before, who tell them that their true last name is Dawson, that their father had fled the family years
back—and that now the family is calling in the debt. Trapped in a mansion with as many secrets as rooms, Marlena yearns for escape. But in
America, you can either make friends or make profit, and Yvon suddenly seems much more interested in the latter. While he is free to leave the
house, Marlena is left to avoid lecherous tutors and the secretary-to-wife track expected of a woman. Caught between mastering the game to
escape it and falling prey to its allure, she needs to learn fast—for Malcolm Foxworth has cast his eye in her direction. And no family name can
protect her from the twisted roots of the Dollanganger family tree.
Register of Commissioned and Warrant Officers of the United States Naval Reserve Dec 31 2019
Darkest Hour Dec 23 2021 The unforgettable finale of the Cutler series from #1 New York Times bestselling author V.C. Andrews takes us
back to the dark beginnings of the Cutler family. Growing up on the thriving plantation called The Meadows, Lillian Booth’s world is full of
grand parties and vibrant promise. No one, not even her cold, stern Papa and her Bible spouting sister Emily, can crush her spirits—until the day
Emily reveals the shattering secret of Lillian’s birth, a secret her mother sadly cannot deny. Still Lillian refuses to believe Emily’s hateful claim
that she is cursed...but when tragedy befalls her best friend, the one boy whose tender heart mirrors her own, Lillian comes to believe her sister’s
grim words. Meekly, she endures her penance, finding a strange solace in the endless repetition of prayers in a room stripped of all comforts. But
when Papa loses The Meadows in a card game, Lillian is faced with a new and terrifying prospect—arrogant, handsome playboy Bill Cutler will
return the plantation…if Lillian will marry him. Now Lillian must leave her girlhood home behind and make a bold new beginning as the mistress
of a hotel called Cutler’s Cove.
Scattered Leaves Sep 19 2021 She was supposed to be hidden away. But when the truth is exposed, she can't stay silent.... After tragedy tears her
family apart, Jordan March is shipped off by her domineering Grandmother Emma to live with Emma's long-forgotten sister. Shuttered in a

rundown farmhouse, Aunt Frances is the strangest person Jordan has ever met. Why has Grandmother hidden away this fragile, harmless woman
-- did Frances grow up much too fast, like Jordan did? In the shadows of the farmhouse, Jordan is about to unearth the shattering truth -- and the
March family will never be the same....
Into the Darkness Nov 09 2020 Hearing a young man's scream in the night the year she becomes a high-school senior, Lorelei discovers that
her stern but loving adoptive father is actually a vampire and that he has raised his daughters to seduce and lure men into their world of shadows,
a situation that is complicated by her growing feelings for a classmate.
Eden's Children Aug 07 2020 Mother doesn’t always know best in this atmospheric and twisty novel from the #1 New York Times bestselling
author of the Flowers in the Attic series and Landry series—now popular Lifetime movies. When former teacher Paula Eden adopts Faith and
Trevor, she is astounded by their natural intelligence and decides to homeschool them to nurture their brilliance. But as the years go on, Faith and
Trevor itch for more independence. When Faith sets her sights on a handsome young man visiting from out of town, Paula grows increasingly
desperate to preserve her small family and her plans for the children to carry on her legacy. Luckily, she has a cohort in loyal Trevor, who will do
anything to please his mother, even at the risk of hurting his sister and potentially changing their lives forever.
Tarnished Gold Feb 10 2021 Her high school graduation just days away, Gabriel Landry is blissfully happy - until rich cannery owner
Octavious Tate waylays her near a secluded pond and shatters her innocence, forever. Pregnant and desolate, Gabriel agrees to a shocking plan
that will allow Octavious' frigid wife, Gladys, to claim the baby as her own. But nothing can prepare Gabriel for the terrible moment when Gladys
takes her baby away. Drifting in a world of gloom, Gabriel is only comforted by chance glimpses of her son, until a hunting party brings
handsome Creole millionaire Pierre Dumas to the bayou. Falling desperately in love, Gabriel will not heed the voice warning her that their joy
may bring her more grief than she can bear.
Olivia Aug 19 2021 Olivia always knew her younger sister would get into trouble. but she never realized the undercurrents of disaster would
grow to a raging flood.... Olivia was always the sensible one. The responsible sister. She took after their father, a man as cold and driven as the
Cape Cod wind, a man possessed by an inner need to be respected and successful. She would be the one to take over his million-dollar
businesses. She would become the unwavering compass and resilient caretaker of the Logan family -- whether she wanted to or not. But Belinda
belonged only to herself. Flighty, flirtatious, and possessed of a beauty that promised her a privileged life, Belinda was lavished with attention.
Mother and Father, family friends, boys from school, they all adored Belinda. And as she matured into a young woman, her beauty became even
more haunting. She vowed never to grow up, to remain forever an enchanting little girl to be worshiped and cared for. Then came that fateful
night, when Olivia was awakened by the low whistle of the wind off the ocean...a whistle that became an unearthly wail coming from Belinda's
bedroom. It was the tragic night that their father would forbid them to speak of ever again. The night they would never forget. The night that
would send generations of Logans down an unavoidable path of lies, deceit, and heartbreak.
Ruby Nov 02 2022 One of the most popular storytellers of all time, V.C. Andrews (Flowers in the Attic, My Sweet Audrina) layers
psychological suspense with sheer terror in this provocative first book of the Landry Family series—soon to be a Lifetime movie! An innocent
bayou girl is lost to New Orleans in this provocative novel by one of the most popular storytellers of all time. The only family Ruby Landry has
ever known are her loving guardian Grandmere Catherine, a Cajun spiritual healer, and her drunken grandpere, Jack. Grateful for what she has,
Ruby’s life is filled with hope and promise, especially when her attraction to handsome Paul Tate blossoms into a wonderful love affair. But
when Paul’s wealthy parents forbid him to associate with a “lowly” Landry girl from the bayou and her grandmere dies, Ruby harnesses her
pain into her dream of becoming a great painter. Stumbling upon a faded photograph of her father leads to revelations of a shocking blackmail
scheme. Left to find answers on her own, Ruby hunts for her father leads to his massive mansion in New Orleans. Subjected to his world of lies,
torment, and madness, Ruby clings to her memories of Paul, knowing that only true love might save her now.
Das Karussell der Nacht Apr 02 2020 Der fünfte Band und die Vorgeschichte der grossen Landry-Saga! Bei ihren Streifzügen durch die
wilden Sümpfe Louisianas wird die bildhübsche Gabrielle von dem reichen Fabrikanten Oktavius Tate vergewaltigt. Als Gabrielle schwanger
wird, machen ihr Tate und seine kinderlose Frau ein Angebot: Sie adoptieren das Baby unter der Voraussetzung, dass Gabrielle es nie mehr sieht.
Gabrielle willigt ein. Einige Monate nach der Geburt wird sie erneut schwanger: von dem Million r Paul Dumas, der jedoch verheiratet ist ...
Original-Text Taschenbuch: Der fünfte Band der Landry-Saga Gabrielle Landry ist ein bildsch nes, sehr naturverbundenes M dchen, das in
der geheimnisvollen Sumpflandschaft Louisianas aufw chst. Doch eines Tages wird ihre Idylle brutal zerst rt... "Karussell der Nacht" erz hlt
die bewegende Lebensgeschichte von Gabrielle Landry, der Mutter von Ruby, die als Heldin der beliebten Landry-Saga die Herzen der Leser
erobert hat. "
Beneath the Attic Sep 07 2020 Forbidden passions have shaped and haunted the Dollanganger family since their first novel—Flowers in the
Attic—debuted forty years ago. Now discover how twisted the family roots truly are, and witness the clan’s origins as a result of one wild and
complicated relationship. In this evocative and thrilling tale from New York Times bestselling author V.C. Andrews, see Corrine Dixon as a
young girl and discover the fascinating family history of the Dollanganger clan. Two generations before Corinne Foxworth locked her children in
an attic, her grandmother, a gorgeous young girl named Corrine Dixon, is swept away by the charms of rich, sophisticated, and handsome
Garland Foxworth. After discovering that she’s pregnant, Garland does what appears to be the honorable thing and marries her in a huge
ceremony on the luxurious Foxworth Hall grounds. Both families fervently overlook the pregnancy, happy for a suitable resolution. Now the
mistress of a labyrinthine estate, Corrine discovers that nothing is what is seems. Garland is not the man once captivated by her charms, and
she’s increasingly troubled by his infatuation with memories of his departed mother. Can Corrine survive this strange new life? Or is her fate
already sealed? Explore the origins of the legendary Dollanganger family in this page-turning, gripping gothic thriller.
Whispering Hearts Nov 21 2021 A desperate young woman’s bargain with a wealthy couple is not what it seems. From the #1 New York
Times bestselling author and literary phenomenon V.C. Andrews—whose books are now major Lifetime TV movies (Flowers in the Attic,
Heaven, Ruby)—comes a gothic tale of big city dreams gone wrong. The English countryside is beautiful, but for Emma Corey it cannot compare
with the bright lights of New York City. Tired of performing only in pubs and at church, she announces she’s moving to America—and her
conservative father disowns her on the spot. Distraught but undeterred, Emma will become a Broadway star—or die trying. Leaving the comforts
of her youth is a thrilling adventure. The largeness of the city, her new friends, the boundless opportunities make everything shine with promise.

However, New York has a way of chipping away at a newcomer’s resolve. First a robbery. Then a low-wage job. Then the realization that such a
city attracts the young and the talented—competitors all. Just when it seems like Emma might have to admit defeat and return to the UK, she is
introduced to a peculiar couple: a wife that cannot bear children of her own, and a husband who would pay Emma to solve that problem.
Emma’s father once told her, “Money is life.” But when Emma trades one for the other and moves into the couple’s remote estate to
participate in an elaborate ruse, there’s no telling what kind of life she’ll have once she’s taken the money.
Midnight Whispers Apr 26 2022 Happy and innocent, Dawn's daughter Christie has grown up in the safest, most loving of homes... Yet
Christie can't help feeling as if a dark cloud hovers over Cutler's Cove...a cloud whose origins lie in her family's troubled history, and the many
questions no one, not even Dawn, will answer. Only one person can always chase away her blues: Gavin, Daddy Jimmy's young and handsome
stepbrother. Then, in one harsh night, Christie's world is changed forever. She is shocked to discover her Uncle Philip's unbrotherly love for her
mother but even worse is the way he now looks at Christie, his eyes bright with tortured passion. Fleeing to New York City, she finds her real
father...a pathetic, helpless has-been. Desperate and heartbroken, she turns to Gavin, who travels with her to The Meadows, the plantation where
Christie was born. In Gavin's arms, in the first, tender moments of true love, Christie finds a refuge from her painful memories. But The Meadows
is blighted by its own dark secrets -- and all too soon Christie is torn from Gavin's embrace. Now as black storms of evil gather around her,
Christie must struggle to break the cruel bonds of the past...to defy the curse that has haunted Cutler's Cove for generations....
The Unwelcomed Child Aug 26 2019 My mother had looked into the face of evil so many times she knew what it was. It was me. I was born
without a soul. . . . Elle Edwards grew up believing that because of her mother’s sinful ways she was born without a soul; that’s why she was
abandoned and left in the care of Grandmother Myra and Grandfather Prescott, who try to ensure her evil will not infect them—by raising her in
a virtual prison. Because her days are occupied with homeschooling, strict religious studies, and vigorous housekeeping in their upstate New York
home, Elle knows practically nothing of the outside world, even as she emerges as a young woman with impressive artistic talent. But when she
makes a secret, forbidden connection to vacationers at the nearby lake—a handsome boy and his precocious twin sister—Elle’s world will
shatter. Will discovering the truths about her past send her future plummeting to hell?
Hidden Jewel May 04 2020 Following the spectacular successes of Ruby, Pearl in the Mist and All That Glitters, bestselling author V.C.
Andrews delivers the eagerly awaited fourth novel in the thrilling Landry family series. As Pearl attempts to realize her dreams of becoming a
doctor, she also works to discover the shocking truths of her heritage.
Becoming My Sister Apr 14 2021 "From the #1 New York Times bestselling author of FLOWERS IN THE ATTIC, the newest novel from V.C.
Andrews. A novel about a family, the family house, and the secrets within"-Shattered Memories Jul 06 2020 Back at home in the aftermath of her identical twin's betrayal, Kaylee enrolls in a different school where her
hopes for a new start are sabotaged.
Olivia Mar 14 2021 Olivia Logan was always the sensible one. The responsible sister. She would be the one to take over the family business. She
would become the resilient caretaker of the Logan family - whether she wanted to or not. But Belinda, her younger sister, belonged only to herself.
Flighty, flirtatious and possessed of a beauty that promised her a privileged life, Belinda was lavished with attention. Mother and Father, family
friends, boys from school, they all adored Belinda. And as she matured into a young woman, her beauty became even more haunting. Then came
the fateful night, when Olivia was awakened by the low whistle of the wind off the ocean... a whistle that became an unearthly wail coming from
Belinda's bedroom. It was the tragic night that their father would forbid them to speak of ever again. The night they would never forget. The night
that would send generations of Logans down an unavoidable path of lies, deceit and heartbreak.
V.C. Andrews May 16 2021 The first book-length discussion of the fiction of gothic novelist V. C. Andrews.
Becoming My Sister Oct 09 2020 Two sisters face love, rivalry, and a shocking disappearance amidst the luxury of Palm Springs from the #1
New York Times bestselling author of the Flowers in the Attic series and Landry series—now popular Lifetime movies. Like everyone else in Palm
Springs, Gish idolizes her smart, beautiful, kind older sister. Even their parents compare Gish unfavorably to Gloria—threatening to send her to
boarding school once the more perfect sister leaves for college. But Gloria has an unwavering love for Gish, even if that connection belies a
weariness with her own accomplishments. Wanting a better life for her overlooked sibling, Gloria teaches Gish how to talk to boys, embrace her
femininity, and finally develop a life of her own. And just as life is looking up for Gish, Gloria meets a handsome, mysterious boy. Obsessed with
the stranger, Gloria closes off her life to her sister—then disappears without a trace. A police search yields nothing. Their father’s manic
investigation proves fruitless. And their already starstruck mother becomes increasingly lost in daydreams of the celebrities who partied in their
house decades ago when the town was a Hollywood getaway. Untethered from the weight of her sister’s presence—but also missing her
sister’s love—what will Gish do with this new terrible freedom, with this sense she could become anything?
Twilight's Child Mar 26 2022 Even as she creates a haven of warmth and love for herself and her young family, a legacy of deceit and betrayal
haunts Dawn Longchamp in this entry in the Cutler series from #1 New York Times bestselling author V.C. Andrews. As the new owner of the
Cutler’s Cove hotel and with her darling Jimmy and her beautiful daughter Christie, Dawn has everything she could ever hope for—but she
can’t seem to quell her forebodings of evil. She can sense Grandmother Cutler’s hateful presence everywhere, as if the old lady is plotting
vengeance from the grave. When Dawn discovers that her brother still clings to his mad, shameful passion for her, she is horrified. Her spiteful,
jealous sister is far easier to ignore...until the day her childish rage explodes into violence, destroying Dawn’s most cherished, precious dream.
Now, as the heartaches and scandals of the past threaten to engulf her, Dawn must fight for her steadfast Jimmy...for only with his love can she
find the rainbow at the end of the storm.
Christopher's Diary: Echoes of Dollanganger Dec 11 2020 "A new novel from V.C. Andrews, the legendary author of Flowers in the
Attic--now a hit Lifetime TV movie!"-Heaven Jun 16 2021 From the legendary New York Times bestselling author of Flowers in the Attic and My Sweet Audrina (now Lifetime
movies) comes the first book in the Casteel Family series—for fans of Emma Donoghue (Room) and Kay Hooper (Amanda). Of all the folks on
the mountain, the Casteel children are the lowest. Even the families that buy them think so. Heaven Leigh Casteel may be the prettiest, smartest
girl in the backwoods, but her cruel father and weary stepmother work her like a mule. For the sake of her brother Tom and the other little ones,
Heaven clings to the hope that someday she can show the world that they are worthy of love and respect. But when the children’s stepmother

can’t take it anymore and abandons the family, Heaven’s father hatches a scheme that will alter her young life forever. Being sold to a strange
couple is just the beginning; ripping away the thin veneer of civilization and learning the adult secrets of the world around her means Heaven
must abandon someone, too—the child she was, to become the woman her mother never had the chance to be.
Out of the Attic Feb 22 2022 “I will probably be clutching Flowers in the Attic in my gnarled hands on my deathbed.” —GILLIAN FLYNN,
#1 New York Times bestselling author of Sharp Objects The twisted, beloved Dollanganger legend began two generations before Corrine
Foxworth locked away her children in Flowers in the Attic. The second book in a new prequel story arc, Out of the Attic explores the
Dollanganger family saga by traveling back decades to when the clan’s wicked destiny first took root. Married to the handsome, wealthy
Garland Foxworth following a wildfire romance, and an unexpected pregnancy, young Corrine Dixon finds her life very different from how she
imagined it. Often alone in the mansion of Foxworth Hall, she can practically feel the ancestors’ judgment of her as insufficient—as not a
Foxworth. Stern portraits glare at her from the walls, and the servants treat her strangely. Nothing in the vast place is truly hers. Even her son,
Malcolm Foxworth, born in the luxe Swan Room and instantly whisked away to a wet nurse, feels alien to her. With a husband alternately absent
and possessively close, Corrine doesn’t yet realize that she’s barely scratched the surface of what lies beneath Foxworth Hall’s dark facade
and the family that guards its legacies. With the fortieth anniversary celebration of Flowers in the Attic, and ten new Lifetime movies in the past
five years, there has never been a better time to experience the forbidden world of V.C. Andrews.
The Mirror Sisters Jul 26 2019 "As identical twins, their mother insists that everything about them be identical: their clothes, their toys, their
friends ... the number of letters in their names, Haylee Blossom Fitzgerald and Kaylee Blossom Fitzgerald. If one gets a hug, the other must, too. If
one gets punished, the other must be, too. Homeschooled at an early age, when the girls attend a real high school they find little ways to highlight
the differences between them. But when Haylee runs headfirst into the dating scene, both sisters are thrust into a world their mother never
prepared them for--causing one twin to pursue the ultimate independence. The one difference between the two girls may spell the difference
between life ... and a fate worse than death."-Dunkle Wasser Aug 31 2022 V.C. Andrews – eine der erfolgreichsten Bestsellerautorinnen der Welt. Und eine Meisterin der romantischen
Spannung! Als Luke Casteel seine geliebte Frau verliert, bricht für ihn eine Welt zusammen.Mehr und mehr verwahrlost er und überl sst seine
traumatisierten Kinder ihrem Schicksal. Nur die 14-j hrige Heaven kümmert sich rührend um ihre Geschwister. Als Luke eines Tages
beschlie t, seine Kinder an verschiedene Adoptiveltern abzugeben, muss Heaven leidenschaftlicher als je zuvor um ihre Familie k mpfen ...
Ein fesselnder Roman voller Spannung, Dramatik und dunkler Geheimnisse – V.C. Andrews bewegende Casteel-Saga!
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